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Introduction
If the eyes are the windows to the soul then the voice must surely be the door to …?

This unit of work aims to introduce students to some of the core skills of 
working with voice. Looking at how we use our voice for communication and 
to convey meaning, the introductory lessons will cover the basics of voice work 
including pitch, tone, volume and pace before developing the more complex skills 
such as diction, intonation and emphasis.

By the end of the unit students will have written an introduction and an 
opening scene for a radio drama, which utilises the key skills they have learned.

Lesson 1: Communicating 
meaning through voice
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f To identify the key elements of voice
 f To have applied these key elements to a developing scene
 f To create a performance which communicates meaning through the use 
of voice.

Entry task (5 mins)
On entry to the classroom students complete a KWL grid establishing what they 
already know and questioning what they would like to find out about working 
with voice.

Warm-up (10 mins)
Pair up students and then have the pairs stand opposite each other in two lines 
so the class form a corridor down the classroom. Walk down one side of the 
pair showing them one of the message placards. They must then use non verbal 
communication (gesture, body language and facial expressions) to deliver the 
message to their partner. Once they have guessed it swap over and show the other 
side a new message. Question them on how we communicate when we can’t 
use words.

Talking nonsense (10 mins)
In pairs ask students to improvise a scene where one of them is visiting the 
hairdresser. In the scene something should go horribly wrong. You can give them 
suggestions like the hairdresser dyes the customer’s hair the wrong colour or they 
set fire to their hair.

Watch examples and then ask them to replace all the words with a 
gobbledygook language. Watch students work again and question how we 
communicate meaning using our voices. Answers should focus on tone, emphasis, 
pace, pause, pitch and volume.

Yes, No, Maybe (10 mins)
To allow students to now apply the features they have identified from the 
previous task they should work in groups of three. In this group they are three 
friends going shopping. The only words they may use in the scene are, ‘Yes’, ‘No’, 
‘Maybe’, in that order with no variations. Improvising the scene, they should 
aim to find as many ways as they can to say these words to give them different 
meanings in the scene.

‘Karawane’ (20 mins)
As a class, read through the poem ‘Karawane’ by Hugo Ball. This is a nonsensical 
poem whose meaning lies in its meaninglessness. Encourage students to be 

Resources
 f Copies of ‘Karawane’ by Hugo Ball
 f KWL grids (Resource 1)
 f Message placards (Resource 2).

Encourage students to use sounds rather 
than any words in this activity as it will 
help them focus more on the skills of 
their voices and how they can use this to 
communicate their meaning.

Donna Steele has taught drama for 14 
years, starting as a head of department 
in an all boys’ school in Chichester. She 
relocated to the Isle of Wight in 2007 
and has recently taken on the challenge 
of building her own drama department 
from scratch in a new Free School.
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confident in their pronunciation as there is no ‘wrong’ with this. Discuss what 
they think the poem could be about. Guide them to looking at the style and font 
of each line and what this could mean. For example if the writing is thick and 
bold it could suggest it is shouted; if the line is thin and wispy it could be 
whispered.

In groups students should turn the poem into a scene using the lines and 
speech for different characters. Watch examples of students’ work and evaluate 
how clearly the group have communicated the meaning of their scene through 
the use of their voice.

Plenary (10 mins)
Before the lesson finishes students should complete the final column of their 
KWL grid with what they now know about voice. This can be repeated each lesson 
to show the progress of their learning – for greater clarity students can date when 
they add what they have learnt.

Lesson 2: Communicating emotion
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f How to use their voice to clearly show a range of emotion
 f How to identify emotion within a script
 f How to change their voice to switch between emotions.

Warm-up (15 mins)
Start with the class walking around the room. You call out a number and students 
get themselves into groups of that number. Once in a group give students an 
emotion that they must then make into a tableau. Spotlight some of the work and 
identify how we know what the emotion is: facial expression, gesture and body 
language.

Repeat a couple of times and then add the following variation: rather than 
making a tableau, ask students to make a soundscape of the emotion.

Again, spotlight students’ work and question how we know what the emotion 
is: tone, pace, volume. Encourage students to be using the key words related to 
voice work.

Developing the emotion (15 mins)
In groups of 5 give students the line of dialogue, ‘I wish you hadn’t done that’. 
Get them to create short, quick-fire scenes that use the following emotions to 
deliver this line. First have them try anger, then fear, then surprise, sadness and 
happiness. With each scene ask the group to reflect (using the key words from the 
warm-up exercise) what they are doing with their voices to show this emotion. 
They can use the emoji sheet to record their ideas.

Groups can then revisit one of these scenes to develop the emotion further.

Identifying emotion (15 mins)
Read through the script extract as a class. How do we know how the characters 
are feeling - encourage students to look at the punctuation in the extract for 
clues. How do we need to say these lines to communicate the emotion?

Working in pairs, students stage the scene focusing on their use of voice to 
show the different emotions of the characters.

Plenary (5 mins)
Complete the KWL grid. Students can date the new information they add to what 
they have learnt to show a clear sense of progress.

If your class is quite shy, they could 
listen to a reading of the poem first 
before having a go themselves. This is a 
link to a YouTube reading of the poem:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=z_8Wg40F3yo

Resources
 f KWL grids (Resource 1)
 f Emoji sheets (Resource 3)
 f Script extract of your choice which 

allows for a range of emotion.

If your class are not very confident with 
soundscape model, try this first with a 
whole class tableau.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Lesson 3: Communicating hidden meaning
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f What is meant by subtext and how to use voice to communicate this in 
performance

 f How to write in role.

Entry task (5 mins)
Show students a picture of an iceberg. What do they think they will be doing in 
today’s lesson based on the image? Students can write ideas onto post-it notes 
and put on the wall to come back to later.

A Telling Off (15 mins)
Have students work in groups of 3. They should imagine that they are sitting 
outside the Head Teacher’s office. They are all about to be interviewed by the 
head about an incident that has happened earlier in the school day. This could 
be a fight that broke out, a smashed window, etc. One of the characters knows 
that they are to blame but refuses to admit, insisting it was one of the other 
characters. Students then work to create this scene. The scene ends with the 
characters reacting to an imaginary door opening into the Head’s office.

Writing in role (30 mins)
Spotlight some of the scenes from the previous activity and explain that as you 
watch you are going to say ‘freeze’ at given moments. Once students have frozen, 
thought track the characters at this time to hear what they are thinking.

Now ask the students to write in role for 3 minutes showing the thoughts of 
their characters as they are sitting outside the office. Listen to some examples.

Going back to the original scene, keep the dialogue the same, but ask the 
students to find three places where they can pause the action and speak the 
thoughts of the characters - are they saying what they think or is there more 
going on?

What do they think this is called? Introduce the term ‘subtext’.
They are going to play their scene again, but they need to consider how they 

show the subtext in the scene through their use of voice. They should focus on 
their intonation and emphasis.

Plenary (10 mins)
Look back at the iceberg picture and have students rephrase their initial 
responses as to how the image is linked to today’s lesson.

Lesson 4: I heard it on the radio
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f What are some of the key features of a radio play
 f The importance of diction, clarity and pace when working in radio.

Entry task (10 mins)
As students enter the room play an extract from a radio play.

As they listen to the extract they should write on a post-it the different features 
they can hear.

Warm-up (10 mins)
As a whole class, play story circle. This can start with one word and then develop 
into each student contributing a phrase to build the story. This works best when 
students leave a sentence in the middle rather than contributing full sentences.

Audio storytelling (20 mins)
Introduce students to the term ‘audio storytelling’. This simply means the telling 
of a story through voice alone. Examples can be found here:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/programmes/genres/childrens/drama/player/
episodes?page=2

In groups, challenge students to retell a fairy-tale using just audio storytelling. 
When watching these back, have the audience close their eyes. What are the 
challenges of audio storytelling? Guide students to the need for diction, clarity and 
pace. How might they adapt their voices to suit the characters they are playing?

This is challenging and you may want 
to watch a clip as a model of conveying 
subtext in a scene before the students 
try it themselves.

Watch students work – how 
effectively can we hear the subtext in 
the scene?

Resources
 f Radio scripts
 f IPads or laptops.

Many examples can be found 
here http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/
programmes/genres/drama/player

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Working with an audio script (20 mins)
In the same groups hand out extracts from the radio play The Littlest Angel. What 
do students notice are the differences between a radio script and a theatre script? 
Remove the SFX and music suggestions before hand. Students are to workshop 
their extract using iPads or laptops to research and add in appropriate music 
and SFX.

Listen to examples of students’ work - what do they find challenging about 
this type of work. Evaluate the effectiveness of their voice work in presenting 
their scenes.

Lesson 5: Writing for radio
Learning objectives

 f By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:
 f How to structure a script for radio
 f How to use SFX to enhance mood, atmosphere and clarity
 f How to draw together the key skills learnt through previous lessons.

Entry task (10 mins)
Using the following link students have to guess the various sound effects:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1D7VUIf8bU

Read all about it (10 mins)
Have the class walk around the room. When you call out a number, students 
must get into groups of that number. They must then run to one of the 
headlines around the room. In their group they have 1 minute to create a spoken 
introduction to that story. Listen to examples and repeat to encourage students to 
think quickly and to focus on what they say rather than any action.

Life will never be the same again (10 mins)
In groups of 5, give students the final headline, ‘Life will never be the same’. In 
their groups, students are going to create an introductory newspaper report which 
tells the audience about a life changing event that has taken place. Hear students’ 
introductions.

Developing the script (15 mins)
Following their news broadcast introductions, students will now develop their 
first scene. This should take the audience to characters involved in the event. 
Again, if Dictaphones or iPads are available they will be able to work more 
spontaneously recording their scenes.

Transcribing the work (15 mins)
Students should take their work so far and transcribe it using the features of radio 
script writing to present their work. They should write in the SFX and music they 
want to use. Students can then use some of the lesson to find the SFX and music 
they are planning on using.

Lesson 6: Performance and assessment
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have:

 f Performed and recorded their introduction and opening scene of their 
radio drama

 f Evaluated their own performance
 f Reflected on the performances of others.

Perform, record and reflect
This lesson is freer in structure as the purpose of it is to perform, record and 
reflect. I always give students some preparatory time in these lessons.

We then perform group by group. If your school has recording facilities, utilise 
them; if not use the audio record on iPads or laptops. As students listen to the 
other groups, they have a focus for listening that they then reflect back to the 
group at the end. (This should be one of the key elements of voice work covered in 
the previous lessons.)

If there is time in the lesson, listen back to the performances and students 
evaluate their own work.

The script for The Littlest Angel can be 
found here http://www.simplyscripts.
com/radio_all.html along with many 
other radio scripts which you may 
want to use as an alternative. Keep 
the extracts short as these are quite 
challenging scripts.

Resources
 f Various newspaper headlines put up 

around the classroom
 f Dictaphones, iPads or other recording 

equipment.

If you have Dictaphones or iPads in 
school it would be useful for each group 
to have one so they can listen back to 
their work and refine the clarity and 
detail of their introductions. It will also 
allow them to transcribe their work at a 
later date.

Resources
 f Your school success criteria
 f Resources 4 and 5: Evaluation 

feedback sheets
 f Recording facilities.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1D7VUIf8bU
http://www.simplyscripts.com/radio_all.html
http://www.simplyscripts.com/radio_all.html
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In your own schools you will have your own structures and processes for 

doing this but I have included some templates in the Resources at the end of this 
scheme that you could use if you wanted to.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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RESOURCES

Resource 1: KWL grid
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Resource 2: Placards
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Resource 3: Emojis
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Resource 4: Assessment, objectives and marking criteria

 

KS3 Drama 
The Art of Communication- Voice Work 

 
Objectives 

 To introduce the key skills when working with voice. 
 To develop the ability to communicate meaning and emotion through the use of voice 
 To create and perform the opening of a radio play.   

Keywords 
 Intonation 
 Diction 
 Clarity 
 Audio Storytelling 
 Emphasis 
 Expression 

 

Always think about when applying the skills of voice in all of your 
work: 

 Volume 
 Tone 
 Pitch and Pace 
 Pause 
 Focus 

Marking Criteria 
The Grid says…. What that means…. 
Level 4- I can offer ideas / suggestions to the group 
and say why they would be good in our piece. 
I use more than one characterisation skill when 
performing. 
(voice, movement, gesture) 

I have given my ideas in the making of the 
performance. 
I can move and talk as my character. 

Level 3- I can create a short performance and put 
some ideas of my own into it. 
I can create a character who is different from 
myself. (I might change my voice / movement or 
gesture) 

I have helped to make a short piece of 
drama. 
I can move or speak as my character. 

 
Level 2- I can create a performance 
                I can face the audience when performing. 
 

 
I can create a performance that shows I know 
where my audience are.  
 

 
What do I think I am going to be doing in this unit?: 
 
 
 
What am I looking forward to most? 
 
 
 
What do I think is going to be hard? 
 
 
My personal target for this work is:  

 

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Resource 5: Final evaluation and assessment

 
 

 
Final Evaluation and Assessment 

The Art of Communication 
 
   

 
 

Teacher: Class:                      Unit:                             Term:          

Student name:       
  

Target Grade: 

You should use the words of the assessment criteria for 
the unit in your feedback. 

Assessment Criteria: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Targets may be group based or individual. 
 

Self Assessment: 
What went well? 
 
 
  

 
 
 
  

 
 
Next Steps (focus your evaluation on skills that you can apply to your next piece of work): 
 
 
  

 
Lesson Date: 

Teacher Feedback: 

Reflection 
How do you feel about the feedback and level of your work? 
 

Effort Grade: 
 
                    
Final Level: 

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk

